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From the #1 New York Times bestselling childrenâ€™s book creator Matthew Van Fleet.A Huggable

Concept Book About the Months of the Year Matthew Van Fleetâ€™s huggable multiconcept book

introduces preschoolers to the months of the year, textures, colors, and fascinating sea creatures.

The cleverly textured pages will tickle fingertips and funny bones while revealing clues to what

October will catch next, from a shiny and gold friend to a surprise fold-out ending!
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Age Range: 3 - 5 years
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My 11 month old daughter loves this book. It is highly interactive and educational teaching about

each month of the year, animals, colors (each tentacle is a different color), and has interactive

textures for children to touch and feel. The head is soft and squishy which makes it a good toy for

an infant. If your child likes Monday the Bullfrog (teaches days of the week) they will likely also like

this one.

We are designers and LOVE the idea of this book, why do they all have to have 4 sides and a front

and back cover so for that its a pretty cool "book". having said that I Wish it was easier to open, its

pretty hard to keep open for the little one and its hard to hold while open, but Our 16 month old

loves it, so I guess thats all that counts.



Absolutely adorable book. Not only is it a stuffed animal as well as a book but each page is a

different month of the year with a different animal as well as a description of the weather that time of

month. Educational and fun.

I saw this book in a shop in Southport, NC. It was $25 there and I just couldn't bring myself to spend

that much. I found this and was happy with the price, not to mention it was on prime. I got it for my

daughter to give it to her at Christmas. So I'm not sure if it will be a hit with her, but it sure is a hit

with me! I love this thing, it's so cool!

Found this book originally in a Store, and found it for a much better price on . Very Cute book and

interactive for toddlers. Seconds as a toy, and is very durable. Arrived in package as showed in

picture, box intact. Arrived on time. Have several other books they make similar to this. All very cute

I bought this because a friend of mine got it for her older son! So adorable. My son is only 11

months.. Doesn't get the book consent obviously but he loooves playing with the book/puppet!

I was really excited for this book, but the first one came ripped. The second book ripped after the

first read. Poorly designed. Too thick to even pull apart to read. I should have sent the second back.

Super cute, sturdy and my kid loves to tug at the pieces of fabric sticking out. This is a great gift to

give someone as well.
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